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About the 15.8 Release Notes

These release notes include late-breaking information and are updated periodically. You can find the most current version
of the release notes at the Broadcom Tech Docs Portal.

Other Symantec products that integrate with Symantec Data Loss Prevention have their own release notes, which you can
find at the Broadcom Tech Docs Portal.
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About Symantec Data Loss Prevention 15.8
For more information about the new features in Symantec Data Loss Prevention 15.8, see What's New and Changed in
Symantec Data Loss Prevention 15.8.

You can find the 15.8 Installation and Upgrade Guides in the Related Documents section of the Symantec Data Loss
Prevention Help Center:

• Symantec Data Loss Prevention Installation Guide for Linux, Version 15.8
• Symantec Data Loss Prevention Installation Guide for Windows, Version 15.8
• Symantec Data Loss Prevention Upgrade Guide for Linux, Version 15.8
• Symantec Data Loss Prevention Upgrade Guide for Windows, Version 15.8

Deprecated and unsupported platforms for 15.8
Platforms for use with Data Loss Prevention that are no longer supported or that are deprecated are listed in What's New
and Changed in Symantec Data Loss Prevention 15.8.

In addition, the Encryption Insight solution, as described in the Symantec Data Loss Prevention Encryption Insight
Implementation Guide, is deprecated for this release.

Upgrade considerations for Office Open XML content extraction
When DLP is upgraded to version 15.8, the new high-performance Open Office XML content extractor is enabled by
default for the Enforce Server indexer, the Remote IDM Indexer, all detection servers, and all 15.8 agents. The OOXML
content extractor is also enabled for the cloud detectors bound to 15.8 Enforce Servers, by default.

Once the Enforce Server and detection servers have been upgraded, IDM profiles must be reindexed. After the upgrade,
there may be some variation in the IDM containment percentage calculated on 15.7 and older endpoint agents and 15.8
32-bit Windows endpoint agents. This variation may cause false positives or false negatives in terms of incidents, if IDM
rules are configured with a high containment threshold for the older endpoints.

This variation is not observed on 64-bit 15.8 endpoints.

If this variation causes false negatives or loss of incidents, you should lower the IDM containment percentage to 80% or
less, until all of the the endpoints have been upgraded to version 15.8. If this is not feasible, you can disable the OOXML
content extractor on the Enforce Server indexer and on Remote IDM indexers, on all the detection servers, and on all
cloud detectors bound to the Enforce Server. Once OOXML is disabled, all IDM profiles must be reindexed, if they were
already reindexed after upgrade.

The advanced settings listed below are all set to on by default. Set them to off to disable the high-performance OOXML
feature for each components. 

Component Location Setting Name

Indexer Indexer.properties ContentExtraction.OfficeOpenXMLPluginE
nabled

Detection Server Server advanced settings ContentExtraction.OfficeOpenXMLPluginE
nabled

Agent agent configuration advanced setting Detection.OFFICE_OPEN_XML_ENABLED
Cloud detector detector advanced settings ContentExtraction.EnableOOXML
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Known issues in 15.8

• MIP Integration known issues in 15.8
• Detection known issues in 15.8
• Discover known issues in 15.8
• Enforce Server known issues in 15.8
• Endpoint known issues in 15.8
• Installation and upgrade known issues in 15.8

MIP Integration known issues in 15.8

Table 1: MIP known issues in 15.8

Issue Description Workaround

DLP-26753 The MIP plugin is unloaded when a user
tampers the HKCU resiliency setting that
is related to Add-ins. The CSA plugin
continues to load, but tamper protection is
disabled for the CSA plugin. An MIP-plugin
tamper event is generated in Enforce.

See Troubleshooting Agent Alerts for more
information.

DLP-28278 MIP Enforcement on the endpoint is not
supported for WebDAV destinations and
Microsoft integrations such as OneDrive,
SharePoint, and Box (using the WebDAV
URL) because of technical limitations.

None.

DLP-28542 Any changes to labels on the Office 365
portal should happen in tandem with DLP
policies so that correct labels are suggested
or applied to end users. DLP endpoint
uses the Microsoft SDK to validate that
a Suggested label is valid for the user.
Sometimes the SDK needs a few hours
to synchronize with the Microsoft cloud.
This may result in DLP not enforcing or
suggesting the new label until the Microsoft
SDK has completed the synchronization
process.

The MIP SDK refreshes the policy and
label information after a period of 4 hours
and not instantaneously. You may want to
wait for 4 hours to ensure that labels are
synchronized. 
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Issue Description Workaround

DLP-28603 The latest watermarks are not applied to
Microsoft Office documents after label
enforcement on the Windows endpoint.
The Data Loss Prevention endpoint uses
the Microsoft SDK to apply labels on Office
documents. The Microsoft SDK has some
limitations when adding, updating, or
removing watermarks when a new label
is applied to an Office document. For
example:

• The existing watermarks that are
required by the existing old labels in the
Office document may not be removed
even after applying new labels, as per
DLP policy.

• The new watermark that is required by
the new label in the Office document
may not be applied, even after applying
new labels, as per DLP policy.

None.

DLP-29869 If you erroneously enter the application
ID and secret from another tenant, the
information is saved and no error is
displayed in the MIP Add profile window.
The MIP profile should not get saved, as it
has invalid information.

None.

DLP-30037 The Suggest and Enforcement response
rule is not supported, and the Suggest and
Enforcement popups are not displayed
when an Office document is saved directly
(auto-saved) to WebDAV, OneDrive, and
Sharepoint from Office. 

None. Symantec Data Loss Prevention
does not monitor documents that are
saved directly to WebDAV, OneDrive, and
Sharepoint from Office.

DLP-30345 Plugins are reloaded when receiving an
encrypted email over the maximum size.

None.

DLP-31905 If an ICT error message is already present,
an error message is not displayed for
MIP Schedule sync. If a scheduled sync
failed for both MIP and ICT, then a failure
message should be displayed for both.

None.

DLP-32025 While the scheduled sync is in process,
a warning message displays on the MIP
Sync page on Enforce. It is displayed from
the time the scheduled sync is set until the
sync is complete. The warning goes away
once the sync is successful.

Refresh the page after 20 seconds; the
sync should be complete by then.

DLP-32106 Windows 10 notifications are required
for MIP. Notifications must be enabled
to receive the suggest and enforcement
notifications.

Do not disable Windows 10 notifications.

DLP-33781 If the time zone is changed and a new sync
is scheduled, the Last Synced on Time
shows the time of the sync in the older time
zone.

None.
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Issue Description Workaround

DLP-35928 Data Loss Prevention doesn't
detect incidents by MIP classification for
.msg files when MIP is not configured.

None.

DLP-36094 The Data Loss Prevention endpoint agent
cannot decrypt an MIP protected file using
the permissions granted by the logged in
user, if the logged in user has only the "co-
owner" permission for the file.

None.

DLP-36172 If there are no labels present at the MIP
portal when you try to sync labels, the
error message is "MIP classification
synchronization failed. For more
information, view the log files." It should be
the more specific "No MIP labels to Sync."

None.

DLP-36275 If you set a scheduled sync at the MIP Sync
page without doing a manual sync first, and
the sync fails, the UI error does not display.
 

None.

DLP-36275 If the MIP server delays to respond to the
fetch label request, the following message
is displayed on the Enforce MIP Sync page:
MIP classification sync failed. Could
not connect to Microsoft Azure AD
Microsoft 365 Security.

There may be a delay of 90 seconds for
MIP to respond to the fetch label request.
If there is a delayed response from the MIP
server, you can increase the timeout setting
in the Enforce.properties file:
com.vontu.enforce.dataclassification.
mip.timeout = 60

DLP-36310 When you use Outlook 2013 to send an
encrypted email, if the file name contains
a non-Latin character, sometimes the
attached file name is shown with the "?"
character on Incident View page.
This issue has not been observed with
Outlook 365 or Outlook on the Web.

None.

DLP-36594 Microsoft URLs must be safelisted if SSL
termination is enabled in the proxy server.

To assure that your network proxy
is configured correctly for Microsoft
Information Protection, You need to safelist
the URLs mentioned in
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/
information-protection/develop/faqs-known-
issues#error-proxyautherrorexception.
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Issue Description Workaround

4263636 For AIP Insight, the file-type policy rule
does not work for following file types when
the file is encrypted and the file is attached
to an email message that is also encrypted:

• Microsoft RMS Encrypted Message
• Microsoft RMS Encrypted Office Binary

File
• Microsoft RMS Encrypted Open

Packaging Conventions File
• Microsoft RMS Encrypted PDF
• Microsoft RMS Encrypted Generic File

In legacy Data Loss Prevention systems,
the message "RMS-enabled Windows
servers only" may appear. This message
was applicable for the older, Windows-only
RMS plugin. This message is not applicable
to the AIP Insight solution, because the file-
type rule now works on both Windows and
Linux platforms.

None.

4263723 (Issue for AIP Insight for Symantec Data
Loss Prevention 2 and possibly MIP
Encryption Insight)
Known issues exist with failure to
decrypt encrypted Excel Binary Workbook
(*.xlsb) files authored with the 2019
version of Excel.
Sometimes a truncated RPMSG can cause
the CEH process to crash. Then RPMSG
content extraction fails.

None.

4267467 (Issue for AIP Insight for Symantec Data
Loss Prevention 2 and possibly MIP
Encryption Insight)
Data Loss Prevention cannot extract MIP
labels from email attachments as metadata
if:

• The attachments are labeled but not
encrypted.

• The outer email is encrypted and
labeled.

None.

N/A (Issue for AIP Insight for Symantec Data
Loss Prevention 2 and possibly MIP
Encryption Insight)
No support is provided for configuring the
file-type policy rule for:

• Encrypted email messages.
• Encrypted native PDF formats with

the .pdf extension.

None.
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Detection known issues in 15.8

Table 2: Detection known issues in 15.8

Issue Description Workaround

4247992 Importing newer policies into older DLP systems is
unsupported. Importing new policies in old systems may
result in inconsistent detection results and may also lead to
database corruption if the policy uses rules or features that
were introduced in the new release.

Don't import new policies into older DLP systems. For
example, don't import policies created in 15.7 to 15.5 or
15.1 systems.

4257891 It is no longer possible to import a specific policy if the
template was exported with data identifiers that have
changed in a newer version of the Enforce Server. The
Florida Drivers License data identifier is an example.

Don't import a specific policy into a new version of the
Enforce Server if that template was created with an older
version of the Enforce Server.

Discover known issues in 15.8

Table 3: Discover known issues in 15.8

Issue Description Workaround

4262818 After upgrading Symantec Data Loss Protection to version
15.7, the Network Protect: SharePoint Release from
Quarantine smart response action does not release
SharePoint List Items which were quarantined before 15.7.
"Quarantine" and "Release from Quarantine" work
fine in fresh installations of all versions of Data Loss
Prevention Discover where "Quarantine" and "Release
from Quarantine" are supported.

None.

Enforce Server known issues in 15.8

Table 4: Enforce Server known issues in 15.8

Issue Description Workaround

DLP-29037 If you run phase 1 of the migration multiple
times (without continuing to phase 2) the
configuration.txt file is appended with a list
of all DLP utilities.

None.

DLP-29741 The RSOD displays when you apply a
pseudo language pack, apply a custom
filter to incidents, then change the language
on the Profiles screen.

None.

DLP-31482 The core dumps are generated in the
current working directory of that process,
but the service user does not have
write access to the working directory
(Protect/bin).

Manually grant write access to the service
user for the Protect/bin directory.
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Issue Description Workaround

DLP-36148 The DLP Appliance version number has a
different number format from the Enforce
Server and the detection server. For
example, the Enforce Server version is
15.8.00000, when the Appliance version
is 15.8.0. This difference has no functional
impact.

None.

DLP-36235 Memory settings made to configuration files
are set to default memory settings after
migration from 15.1 to 15.8.

Update memory settings for the
configuration files at the listed locations:
Enforce Server for Linux:
DataLossPrevention/
EnforceServer/Services
Enforce Server for Windows:
DataLossPrevention
\EnforceServer\Services
• SymantecDLPManager.conf
• SymantecDLPDetectionServer

Controller.conf
• SymantecDLPIncident

Persister.conf
• SymantecDLPNotifier.conf
Detection Server for Linux:
DataLossPrevention/
DetectionServer/Services
Detection Server for Windows:
DataLossPrevention
\DetectionServer\Services
\SymantecDLPDetection
Server.conf

DLP-36290 Tomcat logs with SEVERE status related
to InstanceManager.destroy() saved on the
Enforce Server.

You can safely ignore these logs.

DLP-36309 When running the JREMigration Utility
in silent mode on an upgraded system,
the path to the Symantec provided JRE
displays. The Symantec-provided JRE is
not supported on Data Loss Prevention
15.8.

Enter the location where the OpenJRE is
installed.

DLP-36366 Policies are not created when the User
Group is missing from the Enforce Server.

Symantec recommends that you use the
Policy Export/Import feature on the Policy
List screen.

DLP-36513 The springSecurityContext-
Kerberos.xml file is not created when
the User Group is missing from the Enforce
Server.
The file in question is located at C:
\Program Files\Symantec
\DataLossPrevention
\EnforceServer
\15.8.00000\Protect\tomcat
\webapps\ProtectManager
\security\templateolicies.

If you are switching to Kerberos
for the first time, update the path
of krbConfLocation in the
springSecurityContext file to point
to the following path:
C:\Program Files\Symantec
\DataLossPrevention
\EnforceServer
\15.8.00000\Protect\config
\krb5.ini
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Issue Description Workaround

DLP-35703 If an Enforce Server administrator attempts
to access a URL for which she does not
have access, she may see a RSOD instead
of an error message.

None.

DLP-41318 Enforce Server SMTP configuration
requires a valid user name and password,
to connect to a relay that supports
authentication, and prevents the utilization
of an anonymous connection.

If you do not want to authenticate with an
SMTP server relay, choose a relay that
does not implement authentication.

4233351 Using a custom configuration file to
change logging in System > Servers and
Detectors > Logs > Configuration fails.

Do not use a custom configuration file to
change logging in System > Servers and
Detectors > Logs > Configuration.

4250348 An exception is returned when you select a
duplicate column to query while authoring
JSON for an incident list query with the
REST API.

Use filter or orderBY with duplicate
field names in the select part of the query.

4254509 A user who does not have RBAC
permissions to access Discover roots
is logged out of the Enforce Server
administration console in the following
scenario:
They drill down the Angular dashboard
by navigating to Discover incidents >
Content Roots at Risk > Content Root.
There is no data loss or damaging behavior.

Users who do not have permission to
access this data should not use this link.

4255382 If a user is already present when you run
the script that sets up the user for DB
Views, you see this error:
DROP USER incident_view CASCADE
* ERROR at line 1: ORA-01918:
user 'INCIDENT_VIEW' does not
exist

You can safely ignore this error.

4259399 Unsuccessful logins to the Enforce
Server using the SOAP API are tagged
"Authentication failed," but they do not
appear in the audit log table. Successful
logins do appear in the audit log table.

None.

4259685 The krb5.ini file does not include the
additional domain details after upgrade
from 14.6 to 15.7. Only the default domain
value shows up in the krb5.ini file.
More domains only show up in the list box
on the Settings page.

Depend on the list box on the Settings
page for the definitive list of more domains.
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Endpoint known issues in 15.8

Table 5: Endpoint known issues in 15.8

Issue Description Workaround

DLP-16787 The domain filter does not work properly when tabs
are switched. (macOS with Firefox and Chrome)

None.

Multiple • DLP-27045: When you accept, decline, or
tentatively accept a meeting invitation, the contents
of your reply are not monitored. This is also an
issue for Outlook web access.

• DLP-27086: On macOS endpoints, a detection
request is not generated and an Out Of Office auto
reply with sensitive content is not blocked. 

• DLP-27087: When you cancel a meeting using
Outlook for Mac, text contents of the cancellation
and any attachments that are added are not
monitored. This is also an issue for Outlook web
access.

• DLP-27098: With the macOS Outlook Addin,
contents of mails using the Draft  > Encrypt  > Do
Not Forward option are not monitored.

• DLP-27131: Mail sent using the macOS Outlook
Add-in is not monitored when the mail has HTML
content shared by MS Word.

• DLP-27218: Mail is sent with sensitive content
when it is updated while it is in the Outbox.

• DLP-27596: While using Microsoft Outlook Web
Access (OWA), if you open the Calendar pane,
click an existing meeting, and then forward it, the
contents of the forwarded meeting invitation are
not monitored.

• DLP-27737: When you are replying to emails using
OWA, you must click the ellipsis to expand the
quoted conversation. If you don't click the ellipsis,
the quoted conversation is not monitored.

• DLP-27818: The Outlook meeting invite does not
get monitored when it is created by clicking a slot
and updating the invite from the calendar.

• DLP-27819: If you delete some attachments
from an outgoing email while the add-in is still
processing it, the contents of the remaining
attachments are not monitored.

• DLP-31871: DLP does not monitor the New
Outlook for macOS feature in Outlook 365 (16.42).
  The DLP add-in is not loaded and the monitoring
fails.

For issue DLP-31871, see DLP not monitoring new
Outlook for Mac, with workaround. These issues have
been reported to Microsoft, and a support ticket has
been opened.

DLP-27674 If a user has been previously blocked when trying
to upload a folder containing sensitive files, or when
trying to drag and drop sensitive files, the next time
the Edge Chromium browser is closed and relaunched
the user sees a "Microsoft Edge closed unexpectedly -
Do you wish to restore" message.

None.
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Issue Description Workaround

DLP-27720 The Quarantine path on the Block pop-up does not
have a hyperlink.

None.

DLP-29402
DLP-30012

Sensitive files are not detected in Guest profile and
Incognito mode on the Chrome browser on Windows.
On macOS endpoints, when you use Google Chrome
in incognito mode or guest mode or Mozilla Firefox in
private mode, monitoring is unavailable. This behavior
is expected.  Third-party browser extensions, such as
Symantec Data Loss Prevention browser extensions,
are not loaded in Incognito mode and private mode.

Symantec Data Loss Prevention does not support
Chrome monitoring in Incognito mode and with a
Guest profile because extensions do not load. The
same limitation exists for Chrome support on macOS.
Symantec recommends that you disable Incognito mode
and Guest profile in Google Chrome by an appropriate
Group policy configuration, or an MDM profile on
macOS.
Disable Incognito mode and guest mode in Google
Chrome and private mode in Mozilla Firefox using MDM
settings.

DLP-29750 A user is unable to paste a sensitive keyword when
selecting the "allow" option after 30 seconds on
the User Cancel popup, because Chrome closes
the clipboard after 30 seconds. If the user delays
responding for more than 30 seconds, the data is not
written to the clipboard and the user gets a "clipboard
closed" error. 
If the user responds within 30 seconds, then the paste
operation works correctly.

Change the timeout from 30 seconds to 60 seconds.

DLP-29893 When you try to copy text from an application and
paste it in the Chrome address bar, the right-click
Paste button is grayed out, and cannot be selected.

Paste content using Ctrl+V, Shift+Insert.

DLP-29897 On macOS endpoints, when you save a .doc file to
a network share using the Save As option, multiple
empty folders are created in the file location.

Delete the empty folders that were created.

DLP-30011 On macOS, after disabling or enabling the Chrome
extension, file upload monitoring stops working.

None.

DLP-30109 In Chrome, the Paste functionality does not work
properly if the Windows Global Clipboard History
feature is enabled.

None.

DLP-33657 The sensitive file is not detected if after enabling the
extension for Incognito mode in Chrome, the user
switches to the regular browser and  tries to upload a
sensitive file to Box (for example).

This is a known issue in the Chrome extension API.
It works differently for published and non-published
extensions.
Symantec has filed the following issue with the Chrome
team: Issue 1133121: chrome.runtime.onInstalled not
fired for published extension.

DLP-35560 On Windows endpoints: After the DLP Agent prevents
you from uploading or dragging and dropping a
sensitive file using Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge
Chromium, if you close the web browser and then try
to launch it again, the browser terminates abruptly.

None.

DLP-35561 On Windows endpoints, print monitoring does not
work when you try to print a web page or document
from Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge Chromium.

None.

DLP-35696 After an Agent installation an Outlook event is
generated (the Outlook Addin is not deployed) and the
Mac Agent goes into a Critical state. No mailbox is
configured, but the cache has stale entries.

None.
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Issue Description Workaround

DLP-35728 On macOS 10.14 endpoints, after creating duplicates
of a sensitive file in the Dropbox folder, no incident
is created and the duplicate file copy is created and
synced.

None.

DLP-36061 File with a sensitive keyword in the filename generates
multiple browser incidents when copied using
clipboard, while navigating in browser. Continuous
notification popups are displayed.

None.

DLP-36123 On macOS the Outlook application must be restarted
to get hooked when the monitoring technique is
changed from 1 (Addin) to 0 (Hooking).

Restart the Outlook application.

DLP-36202 Clipboard paste monitor is not working for the
Skype application on macOS.

None.

DLP-36248 AFAC monitoring doesn't work with Safari on macOS. You can use Safari monitoring.
DLP-36659 You may see a BSOD or Bug check when saving a file

to a Box drive sync location if local drive monitoring is
enabled on the endpoint.

None.

DLP-36661 Sensitive content does not get monitored on IE 11,
Firefox, Edge Chromium, and Chrome for the following
cases:

• Printing of sensitive files that are opened in a
browser such as PDF or text files.

• Printing from web applications that allow opening
and editing documents online.

• Printing of sensitive content present on a webpage
• Printing of attachments present in web email.

None.

DLP-36681 The new ESF timeout incident type can be filtered
based on agent response.  This filtering does not work
with the following agent response types:

• Allowed on macOS TimeOut:Configured action
was notify.

• Blocked on macOS TimeOut:Configured action
was block.

• Blocked on macOS TimeOut:Configured action
was notify.

None.

4151955 On Windows endpoints, if a user attempts to upload
multiple sensitive files to Firefox using drag and drop
to a site that does not support drag and drop, then
performs the same action with the same files to a site
that supports drag and drop, block pop-ups display
twice for each file and two incidents are logged for
each upload attempt.

None.

4208190 On Windows endpoints, filters for HTTPS are not
applied to files saved using a Save As operation
from Microsoft Office applications to SharePoint or
OneDrive.

Add * to the beginning and end of the HTTPS filter. For
example, if the existing HTTPS filter is -dav.box.com,
which correctly applies a filter to Internet Explorer and
Firefox, add another filter (*dav.box.com*) to monitor
Save As operations from Office apps.

4248826 Users are unable to paste content to Internet Explorer
from the Clipboard when Edge is monitored using the
Application Monitoring feature.

None.
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Issue Description Workaround

4248828 Opening a Microsoft Office file that contains sensitive
data residing on a network share triggers an incident.

None.

4249161 Symantec Data Loss Prevention Endpoint Discover
now supports the Limit Incident Data Retention
response rule for eDAR scans on Microsoft Windows
endpoints; however, you cannot use the Limit
Incident Data Retention response rule with any other
response rule.

None.

4250243 If a user launches an application while logged on as
another user (Run as different user) and attempts to
upload sensitive information, an incident is generated
as expected. However, no pop-up alert is displayed
to the user, even if the response rule is configured to
display a pop-up alert.

None.

4268115 If a user running macOS 10.15.4 saves a .doc file
that contains sensitive data to a removable storage
device, detection does not occur.

Upgrade the endpoint to macOS 10.15.7.

4268116 If a user running macOS 10.15.4 uploads a sensitive
file to Box using Safari, detection occurs, and a file
with a size of zero bytes is uploaded to Box.

None.

4267712 If a user installs Firefox 74 for the first time with the
DLP Agent running, URL filters do not work and Block
and notify pop-ups display unknown for the URL when
sensitive files are uploaded.

Complete the following to enable URL filters and URL
information:
1. Uninstall Firefox 74.
2. Confirm that the DLP Agent is running on the

endpoint and install Firefox 73.
3. Upgrade to Firefox 74.

Installation and upgrade known issues in 15.8

Table 6: Installation and upgrade known issues in 15.8

Issue Description Workaround

DLP-31606 If an un-configured version of Symantec Data Loss
Prevention 15.5 or 15.7 exists on a Linux server and you
install version 15.8 (for the Enforce Server or detection
servers), the services for version 15.8 do not start after
you run the version 15.8 Configuration Utility.

Complete the following steps to start services:

1. Uninstall all Symantec Data Loss Prevention currently
installed versions, including 15.8 (which was not
successfully installed), from the servers.

2. Reinstall 15.8.
3. Run the Configuration Utility for the 15.8 system.

4173107 Running the Update Readiness Tool returns no errors but
the upgrade process fails at the precheck phase.

Revert permissions changes made to the public role to
their original state before running the Update Readiness
Tool.

4247291 Users who use a custom data_pump_dir cannot run
the Update Readiness Tool from the Enforce Server.

You can manually set the data_pump_dir location
at the command line. See the Symantec Data Loss
Prevention Upgrade Guide for steps.

4252447 Comments added to property files are not migrated during
the upgrade process.

None.

4260204 Upgrading to Symantec Data Loss Prevention 15.8
causes the wrapper.java.additional.18 property in
SymantecDLPManager.conf to be commented out.

Update the property to include the original settings.
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